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The need of a structural classification
of minerals·

J. LtMA-DE-FARIA
Ccnuo de uuta10ltrafia e Mineralogia, Instituto de Investi~ CicntUia. Tropical,

A.la.mcda t>. MOO$O He:nriqucs 41-4· Esq., 1000 Lisb::., Portugal

ABSnACT. _ Mineralo~iSll ha\OC used the thcmical
dassi&ation of mincnfs fOf more: than onc hun
dred years, and it is now rime to change:. Several
reasons converge 10 appoint a new das5i6ation 
a st.r\.lCtUnl clas5ificatioo of mincuh (1..IMA-DE-FAUA,
1'J8J a), mainly: the: historical analysis of the:
crolutioo of the basic criteria of the 5CVttlI.1 mi
neralogical clas5i6catiom used throughout the agc5,
and the nccd of an appropriate reprc:scntation,
notation and classification of mineral 51fUCt\lrcs in
order to deal with the coonnou5 aDllOWlt 01 ItructunJ
data on minerals accumulated during the last
5CVCnty ycars.

Introduction

There are still many mineralogists who
are little interested in the structural
characteristics of minerals, and are very
much concerned with their chemical pro
perties. This is possible due to several
reasons, and among them we should consider
the difficulty in understanding the drawings
representing mineral structures, the wide use
of a chemical classification and notation
instead of stNctural ones, and the poor
development of the relationship between
crystal stNcture and physico-chemical pro
perties. This situation can be improved if
mineralogists will give more attention to
structural characteristics of minerals, by
using appropriate structure representations,
a structut1l1 notation, and a stNctural cbs
sification of minerals.

On the other hand it is well known that
when many scientific data are accumulated
there is a n«d for a systematization of them,
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in order to take real advantage of the new
information. In the case of mineralogy t~
are hundreds of minet1l1 structures that have
been determined and are being detennined.
The potentiality of this information is
certainly enormous, and to deal with it, to
use it, we need an appropriate structural
classification, not chemical, because it is the
structural aspects of minerals that we are
considering.

Moreover, historically the classification of
minerals has gone through several changes
throughout the ages, the criteria of clas
sification always following the advances of
mineralogical science, from pmtical uses,
through physical properties to chemical
properties. Mineralogy is now at its stNcrural
age, and it is therefore natural to admit that
a structuml classification can succeed the
chemical classification of minemls. Five
works in this direction have already ap
peared, two by the author (1983 a, 1985)
and three by HAWTHORNE (1984, 1985 a
and b).

Mineralogists have used the chemical clas
sification of minerals for more than one
hundred years. It is now time to change,
to learn something from the history of
science, and to be open to new ideas, to
new scientific paths. The great strength of
science is creativity, not stagnation.

Represenlalion of eryslalline slrnclures

In what concerns the representation of
crystalline stNctures one of the main dif
ficulties is the existence of several ways of
representing structures. The most common
ways of representation can be exemplified
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by the structure of olivine (forsterite),
Mg:Si04. On 6g. 1 four different ways of
representing this structure are shown: 4) t~
projection of the atoms on one side of the
unit<t:U, b) the distribution of the atoms
in perspective within the unit<eU, c) the
coordination polyhedra representation, and
J) the atomic packing representation. We
may add to these the layer description, by
using the condensed model (LIMA-DE-FAJUA,
1965. and 1966) of oliviT)(:. The: layer
representation consists of slicing the structure
inlO constructive layers (LIMA-nE.FAIlIA,

a)

cl

ions occupy octahedral voids, and the silicon
ions tetrahedral voids. If we start with a
standard hexagonal closest packed sh«t
where the oxygen atoms are represented by
large full circles, and tlK: octahedral and
tetrahedral voids by small doted circles, fig.
24, we may then paint in black the octahedral
and tetrahedr:al voids and obtain the con
densed model s~t of olivine, 6g. 2 b.

Both Mg ions (the large black circles) and
Si ions (the small black circles) have zig-zag
distribution patterns within the oxygen
packed layer. The: olivine condensed model

~ (-,
\ /"\

j ~ (-,
")'lI •r":;

~
b)

dl
Fig. I. - Four different ways of rerrcsenting lhe structure of olivine (forsterite): 12) lhe projection of
the atoms on one side of the unit-cel (aher BUGG and CU.IUNGBULL. 196'); b) the diSlribution of the
atoms in perspe<:tive within the unil-cell (aher POVARENNYKH, 1966); c) lhe coordination polyhedra
represenlalion (after POVARENNYKIl, 1%6), and d) the atomic packing representation (ah~ WYCKOPF, 1%').

1978), represented by plastic S~t5. Each
constructive layer is formed by a packing
layer and the interestitiaI atoms which are
immediately above it, in such a way that
the stacking of the constructive layers ge
nerates, completely, the crystal structure. ln
general these layers are all alike, and this
is the case of olivine. In olivine the orygens
form a hexagonal closest packing, the Mg

is formed by only three sheets, because the
sequence of the cation distribution is also h,
that is, ABAB..., and consequently the third
layer repeats the first. The: zig-zag of Mg
ions is placed over the middle of the two
zig·zag of Mg ions on the layer below;
that is, the cations on one layer tend to be
as distant as possible from the cations on
the adjacent layers, for stability reasons
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Qrlno,_ Pbnm

(minimum free energy). The three dimensio
nal condensed model is obtained by placing
the transparent plastic sheets on an appro
priate supporting rack, which is placed ovet
a viewing screen to improve the visibility
of the model.

The problem of slicing a certain structure
into layers, and the search for the densest
layers, which normally corresponds to the
simplest description in equal layers, can be
very much simplified by the use of com
puters. A computing program for determining

b)
Fig. 2. - a) Standard sheet for the condensed model of the hexagonal closest packing; b) lop sheet
of the condensed model of olivine (forsterite).

The transparent sheets can be kept in an
envelope and a large collection of models
may be organized and kept in a small index
box (6g. 3). Another advantage of this kind
of model is the possibility of marking, and
visualizing easily, the elements of symmetry
of the space group. In the case of olivine
one can notice the mirror planes, the diagonal
glide planes, the screw axes, and the centers
of symmetry.

Another example of a structure whose
drawings are normally very difficult to
interpret, and apparently look very com
plicate, are those of the corundum structure,
Ab03. However it can be represented by
equal simple and very symmetric layers, the
oxygens forming an hexagonal closest
packing, and the Al atoms being distributed
on a honey-comb pattern, in each layer. Many
orher examples could be given of structures
that can be represented by the sequence of
equal layets, or by two alternate different
layers (LIMA-DE-FARIA, 1978).

the densest atomic layers (PRCM), and
another for slicing a structure along any
direction (hkl), PRSH program, have been
already worked out by UNGLET (1975).

In the cases of closest packings (LIMA

DE-FARIA, 1965 a) and of simple loose
packings (FIGUEIREDO and LIMA-DE-FARIA,

Fig. 3. _ View of a condensed model of olivine
placed on a supporting rack, wilh viewing $Cfttn,
and also a small index box containing several
oondensed models of li inorganic structu~ types.
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.) b)
Fig. 4. _ a) Condensed model standard sheet of Not layers with staCking f (after FIGUEIREDO and
LIM...·DE-FAIUA, 1977); b) SlIme layer N", with stacking I, drawn by a computing plotter as a result
of the application o( the void program (after 1.ANCllT, FICUEIREDO and LIMA-DE-FAUA, 1977).

1978) it is relatively easy to calculate the
radii of the spheres which will fit into the
interstices between two adjacent layers,
stacked according to a certain stacking vector,
but in more compla cases this calculation
becomes very difficult. A program (void
program) for the calculation of the sizes of
such voids has also been worked out by
LANCLET, FIGUEIIlEDO' and LIMA-D£·FA1l1A
(1977). Figure 4 a l'(:prt2Jlts a standard
sheet of the condensed model of a Nil layer,
that is a layer built of square and triangles,
corresponding to the stacking which moves
the layer from the origin to the middle of
it, called f. The large full circles represent
the packing atoms and the doted circles the
various voids. On 6g. 4 b is shown the same
kind of layer but drawn by a computing
plotter, as a result of the application of the
void program.

The great similarity between figures 4 a
and b shows clearly the large potentialities
of the computing methods to solve such kind
of problems.

This representation of the closest packings
by layers of spberes was first proposed by
KEPLER in 1611 (6g. 5), and it seems
probable that be had been inspittd by the
packing of the cannon-balls which normally
exist in old castles (as suggested by HOLSER,
1970). When I started being interested in
this ty~ of representation I had the op
portunity of seeing these pyramids of packed

cannon-balls on a visit to tbe Saint'Angelo
Castle, in Rome, during the International
Crystallographic Congress held there in
1963, and this event has strongly inAuenced
the development of my work in this domain.

The problem of slicing a structure into
layers is not so easy as we can imagine, and
sometimes there are more than one simple
layer description, and we have d~n to find
the more appropriate one, the simplest one.
Even the halite sltucture, NaQ, can be
represented in two different ways, by layers
parallel to the densest layers of the cubic
closest packing of the Cl atoms, the (111)
planes, or by layers parallel to the cubic
faces, the (100) planes (fig. 6). Of these

Fig. 5. - Dr......ings of c~ packing layers of
spheres 10 explain Ifle form of snow cryslm (afler
KuLU.. 1611).
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Fig. 6. _ Packing mood of the halite structure,
N."(O]'. The large white atomS represent the a
atoms, and the small black ones the N, ,toms.
This Slructure can be sliced ,long four different
closest.packed directions, and ,long three different
plane directions paraUd to the cubic faces.

two possiblr: dc=scriptions thc: onr: parallel to
thr: cubic faces is thc: more appropriatr:
br:cause ont: can mark on it, vr:ry r:asily, the
r:lr:mr:nts of symrnr:try of thc: cubic space
group. It is curious to notice that there are
in this structurr: four planr: directioD5 parallel
to thr: (Ill) planes, and thrtt parallel to the
(100) planc:s, so that on thr: wholr: 7 good
planr: directions of slicing this structures arr:
availablr:.

On fig. 7 is rr:presentt:d thr: structurr: of
AuCu, the Au atoms corresponding to the
hatched circles and the Cu to the whitr:
circlr:s, and, as mr:ntioned before, thr:re are
also seven possible planr: dirt:Ctions for slicing
this structure. Howevr:r the appropriate one
is that parallel to the (100) planes which
is perpendicular to the vertical axis of fig. 7,
and corresponds to a description of alternate
layers of Au and eu atoms.

On 6g. 8 are representt:d, in an appro
priate way, the layer structures of some
simple binary compounds (X.Y.]", with
mixed cubic closest packings of X and Y
atoms, for m and n :s;; 4, the corresponding
constructive layers n«r:ssary for their rr:
presentations, and also their stacking vectors.

Onr: can notice on 6g. 8 that thc: structures

of ZrSh. ZrGa2, and HfGa2 are very much
alike. The:y are formt:d by the same se
quence of layers, and differ only in the
stacking vectores g. (2s)b, and (2s)d (LIMA
DE-FARJA, 1983 b). However, if we search
the representation of these same structures
in the classical textbooks of BoKlI (l9'4),
or of PE.usON (1972), of SowBEllT (1964),
of WELLS (197,:), or of WYCKOFF (1963
and 1964), we will find very diflerent re
presentations, difficult to interpret, and they
will not appear as parental structures
(fig. 9).

Notation and elaeeification of inorganic
crystal structure

When referring to a certain crystal structu·
re the crystallographers still use its chemical
formula, and not a structural formula. The
rr:ason for this is possibly relatt:d to the
difficulty of ascribing structural factors to
the atoms and t~ir positional distribution,
which in many cases can only be: qualitative
or semiquantitative. The complete description
of a structutt, indicating the bond strength
disuibution, and consequendy the structural
units, thc: relative size of thc: various atoms
and their corresponding coordination, etc.,
requires a detailed and difficult study of the
strucrore which the crystallograpbe:r is nor
mally not prepared, or even interested.

Fig. 7. _ Packina model of the AuCu suucturc
showing that the Ippropriatc deKfiption is the
oDe paralld to the cubic faces which is perpeo
dicular to the vertical axis, and that COfTCSponds
to alternate layers of Au ltornS (bate}xd eircl~s) and
of Cu lroms (whil~ emits).
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However, this structural information is
becoming more and more important, and
only with a widely used structural notation
we shall be. able to take real advantage of it.

This classification is mainly based on the
bond strength distribution within a structure
which defines the «structural units _, a
concept introduced by LAVES (l930). and

~. ., .. ' ..~.~.; .,:,#;'.::;y,. .Tr
/._---

, J ' , ,
:','.".:.-10,£'1,' ,~" .... ' " ' , /-----'.#•.'\:,:~.J,' ' \ . ,....~,.~. . . . , ,, , "
··';' .... ''::,'''l,i +. >, /- ----,
~)., ...., ." ... ...\ . ~ " " (- - ---:',-;~F7~~\:., ~·."~r ~--;. .. ) , , . ,

, I , ,

Atomic Croup Chain Sheet Framework

Fig, 10. - Very sdlematic representalion of the bond strength distribution among lhe five main
categories of inorganic Stntcrores.

The structural formulae were first intro
duced by MACHATSCHKI in 1947, for the
silicates, and e~C[ended by him, in 1953, to
the whole domain of minerals. However, this
notation has not been widely accepted, pos
sibly due to the reasons appointed above,
and today, just a few mineralogists use
MAOlATSCHKI notation for ttrtain silicates,
and for restricted purposes. Liebau, very re
ttndy (1985) has developed, for the silicates,
a more complete structural notation which
includes dimensionality, linkedness, con·
nectedness, branchedness, and multiplicity
of the ~mblage of silica tetrahedra, but
there has not yet been time to test the
usefulness of this notation.

Any notation is intimately related to a
certain classification. The classification
decides what are the important factors to
consider, and then the elaboration of the
notation is reduced to the finding of the
appropriate symbols, as simple and self.
explanatory as possible, to express these
factors,

There are several structural classifications
of inorganic structures restricted to well
defined domains such as the silicates,
phosphates, germanates, and aluminosilicates.
A general structural classification and
notation for the whole domain of inorganic
structures has been proposed by LIMA

DE-FARlA and FIGUEIR.EDO (1976), which is
a kind of generalization of the MACHATSCHKI
structural classification and notation for the
silicates.

developed by NIGGLI (194.5). The distri.
burioD of the bond strength may be relatively
homogeneous, as in many oxides, halogenides,
alloys, and intermetallic compounds, where
the bonds are predominantly nondirectional,
and these structures are formed by the close
packing of the larger atoms with the smaller
atoms occupying the interstices within the
packing. 1be structural units in this case
are isolated atoms, the large packing atoms,
normally the anions. However, in structures
where the directional forces are dominant
the bond strength distribution is hetero
geneous, certain atoms being more tightly
linked together than the others, forming
finite groups, infinite chains, in6nite sheets
or infinite frameworks (6g. 10). According
to this classication there are only five main
categories of structural units: isolated atoms,
6nite groups, infinite chains, infinite sheets,
and infinite frameworks, and the correspond
ing main categories of structures are called
atomic, group, chain, sheet and framework
structures, respectively.

The structural notation proposed by
LIMA-DE-FARIA and FIGUElREOO (1976)
expresses these various structural units, and
other structural characteristics. It has its
roots in the MACHATSCHKI notation for the
silicates, but emphasizes the polymerization
process of the structural units, which
expresses the condensation of atoms in
groups, of certain groups in chains, of chains
in sheets, etc. (6g. 11 a).

To designate the number of silica tetra-
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hedra in a group we use Roman numerals
with a superscript to differentiate various
different groups with the same number of
silica temhedra. The symbol of a chain
derived from a certain group by polymeri
zation is formed by the symbol of the group
plus another superscript to distinguish dif
ferent chains derived horn the same group,
and so on (6g. 11 b). The notation also
expresses the layer description and their

packing, whenever possible. Only a very
brief description of this notation will he
given here.

The atoms which form the structural
units are placed within square brackets, and
the interstitial atoms on their left. The
coordination of the atoms forming the
structural units, or of the interstitial atoms,
is indicated by as uperscript, either small
letters, as t (tetrahedra!), 0 (octahedra!), If

n ll1

FtlImework
n 1H

SI""

(triangular), or cb (cubic), or simply a num
ber for irregular or more complicated coor
dinations. The category of structural unit is
indicated by appropriate symbols following
the square brackets; )0 for group, 00 1 for
chain, 00 2 for shttt, 00 3 for framework,
the absence of symbol meaning atomic
structure.

The group, chain, sheet, or framework
structural units are characterized as we said
before by a symbol formed by a Roman
numeral and an ordering number as a super
script, and in the case of layered structures,
which are the most common, the way the
structural units pack together is indicated
by a capital letter representing the type of
layer formed by the structural units, with a
sub-indice (small letter) indicating the kind
of stacking of the layers, all placed on the
top right hand side of the square brackets.

In order to emphasize the importance of
the structural notation some structure types
of binary compounds are presented on 6g.
12 a) without structural notation, as is still
widely used, and b) with the structural
notation explained here. One can realise im·
mediately the advantage of table b). With
table b) it is easy to make structural re
lationships, while with table a) it is pracri-

a)

n"n"

• H

n' n"
Isol.ted G~p a..in
"om

M ~ M:::,.

n' lI' n'

b)
Fig. 11. - .j Excmpli6a.tion cl lhe gcnen.l pol)"
merizalion Pf"OCe$$ by the t'llOden.sRtion cl isoUted
.toms into groups, of groups intO chaimi, cl chaimi
or groups into sheets, me! of sheets intO fmne
works; b) eumples of three ch.ins duivil1f from
different groups with the correespooding sym!:lokl8Y.
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cally impossible to relate structures, unless
one knows them very well.

An example of a complete structural
formula is also given on 6g. 13 for the
structure of benitoite, with the corresponding
explanation of the symbology.

This general structural classification and
notation has beeD applied to 782 inorganic
structure types, and presented on a general
table of inorganic structure types. Fig. 14
reproduces this table in a very reduced size,
just to give an idea of its structure and
appearance. This table was published by
LIMA-DE-FARIA and FIGUEIREDO in 1976 in
micro61m form only, and later, in 1978,
republished in an appropriate size.

If we ask how many different structural
units are necessary to build these 782
structure types, the answer is 274, and if
we ask again how many different polyhedra,
« building units », form these 274 structural
units, the answer is 20. These results are
summarized on a general chart of inorganic
structural units and building units (LIMA
DE-FARIA and FIGUEIREDO, 1978) reproduced
on fig. 15.

• .. ",
,. ,,,,, 110Ft,

'" "",. CdT1,

" A.uCu ZrGa,

'" A.uCd !lrGa,

• LIRh ZrSl,

"" ~aCl '''''',
InSn NlH TI0,

zns (cl cn,

'"' '0 ) CdCl,

h' ""',
CuTl CaCl,

" on,

'" /Ira ,

a)

These general table and chart correspond
to an enormous simplification of the structu
ral description of inorganic structures, which
will certainly help to establish relationships
among structures, and also to derive the
rules governing their stability.

Structure and properties

Although there are many problems, such
as isomorphism, polymorphism, diadochia,
phase transformations, cleavage, habit, and
twinning, which can only be clearly inter
preted if we take into account the structural
characteristics of the compounds involved,
the problem of the relationship between
structure and physico<hemical propetties is
very little developed. According to Professor
HELEN D. MEGAW (1973); « knowledge in
this field is still very scanty (except for the
very simplest structures) ».

I am convinced than one of the main
negative factors in respect to this problem
has been the lack of use of a structural
classification and notation of inorganic
structures, and this constitutes yet another

• " ",
['.l' ["'"J' [v.oPt,] c

["'] 0 c"",·]' [CdTl1] c

[e.]" [AUCUJc [ZrG",]e

["'j TO [AUCdJC [HfG",]e

[wJ<;Q,.r [URhJh [zrSl,]C

[""jQ. N,,0[C1r [TaPt,r

[I~n.JT" 1110 [A.] h Tlo[O,]e

znt [sy CO [Tl,] c

Znt [S]h CdO[CIJC

,,,t[sJe P'b°[OI]h

[cun]Tb C..O[Cl,Jh

CP[lI]T" CdO[I,]h

,>C·]" JlfOC,,, ,] h

b)
Fig. 12 - Some structure types of Inorgamc binary compounds of formulae A, AB and AB.: a) just the
chenllcal fonnulae which are the widely used structure type symbols; b) the same structure types as
in a) but corresponding to the symbology proposed by LtMA-DF... FARIA (\96.'5) and by LIMA-DE-FARIA and
FH;:UEIREDO (1976).
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Numbtr of build'n g
untls involvtd ,n

tht $lr. unit

Coord,no,"on \ Ordtr numbtr

&~I Ill':::: Pock,nlJ loyer

Ba Ti [SiJOgJ:ch'SIOCking symbol

BENITOITE \
COltgory 01
sIr. unit

Fig. IJ. - Example of a oompletc structural for·
mula (bcnitoilc:), with the: explanation of the: sym·
bology (ahcr LtM"-DE-FuIA and FIGUEII.£DO, 1976).

important reason for developing such kind
::of classification and notation.

Hi8torical analY8i8 of the ha8ic criteria
U1~cd in mineralogical c1a8l1ificalion8

An historical analysis of the basic criteria
used in the mineralogical classification
through the ages has already been made,
and a sketch of its evolution has also been
presented (LIMA'DE-FAIUA, 198) a). This
hislOric31 analysis also contributes to clally
show the need of a new classification - a
structural classification of minerals.

From the sketch on figure 16 one can
condude that the ancient classification of
minerals was mainly baso:I on their practical
uses, minerals being classified as gemstones,
pigments. ores. etc., according to THEO
PHRASTOS ()72·287 B.C.) and to PLtNlUS
(77 A.D.). In the MIDDLE AGES GEBER
(jABIR IBN }iAYY).N, 721 - c. 80) proposed
a dassiflcation of minerals based on the
external characlers and on some physical
classification was developed by AVICENNA
(IIlN SINA, 980-1037), AGRICOLA (1546) and
Wl::kNER (1774). With WERNER the physical
c1l1ssificlItion attained its maturity, and was
generally adopted at the end of the century.

CRONSTEOT (1758) seems to be the fir'it
to have outlined a c1assifiauion whereby the
chemical properties were taken first, fol
lowed by the physical properties. With the
development of chemistry the chemical pro
pcrties beca~ more and more important,
lIntl BERZELlUS (1819) proposed a chemical
classification of minerals ba~ on radicals
:md not on the elements, that is to say, as
chlorides. sul£ates, silicates, etc.• and not

as minerals of zinc, of copper, etc. The main
criticism to the chemical classification at that
time was that it could not be applied to all
minerals because the chemical composition
of many of them was not known. However.
even WERNER, who so strongly defended
the physical classification, modi.6ed his clas
sification at the end of his career and elabo
rated a physical·plus-chemical classification
(1817). The chemical classification had been
opposed for approximately a century, and
only with the advancement of chemistry
could it finally be widely adopted, due
primariJy to the work of DANA (1850, 1954)
and of GROTH (1874).

After 191), when the first structures of
minerals were determined, the structural
criterium for classification was taken into
account, but always with secondary impor
tance. The most striking classification of this
type is that of silicates proposed by MA
CHATSCHKI (1928) and developed by BRAGG
(1930) and NARAy-SzAOO (1930). The
structural classification of silicates was a
much better systematics than the old che.
mical subdivision, and was soon widely
adopted. This chemical-plus-strucrural clas
sification has been applied to may other
branches of mineralogy such as fluoalumi
nates (PABST, 19.50). aluminosilicates (LIE
BAU, 19.56; ZoLTAI, 1960), and phosphates
(LIEBAu, 1966; CoRBRIDGE, 1971), and more
recently by POVARENNYKH (19.56, 1966),
who applied it to the whole domain of
minerals.

Although the chemical classification of
minerals seems 10 be well established, some
dissatisfaction has appeared during the last
decades, and other criteria have been pro
posed for the classification of minerals, some
related to particular domains of application,
such as geological (LAPPARENT, 1884) or geo
chemical (UKLONSKU, 1940), others to more
theoretical purposes such as the one proposed
by MACHATSCHKI (19.5) which was based
on crystallochemical grounds.

It is apparent from this sketch that the
classification of minerals has passed through
different stages, from practical, to physiC!ll,
to pbysical-plus<he:mical, to chemical, to
chemical-plus-structural. It seems that it is
now time to attribute the primary role to
the structural criterium, and to propose a
structural classi6cation of minerals.
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__ J40 B.C.+ Practical uses - THEOFHRASTOS

77 4.0.+ Practical Ulell - PLINIUS

~760+ Ph,ylical properties - GEBE;R (Jab!r Ibe Henic)

--1020+ Fb,.teal properties - AVIC~4 (Ibe 510')

1546+ PhJ"1S1cal properties - AGilICOLA (Gearg Bauer)

1750
1758 Chealical .. pbJ'alcal properties _ CRONSTEIl'l'

17i4 PhJ'!I1cal pro;:ertiea _ WEJUlf:R

1784 Chellllcal .. pb,yalcal properties - Brn.CIlAl'f

1800
1801 Ch@lllical • c~stallogr.phlc properties - lUiiT

1817

1819

18'2
1850
1854

~!!~~!_:_~~!~!:!!_~~~~!:~!!!-
Chemical properties - 3ERZELIUS
ChellllclIl properties _ SOlOLOV

1884 Paragenetic propertiea _ LAPPARENT
1900"

1928 Cla61. silicatea balled on structural prop. - KACRATSCHXI
1930 Develop. class. silicates b. on at. prop. _ BRACG
1940 Geochellllcal properties _ UXLONSKII
1950
195' Crystalloche.lcll propllrtll1l1 _ ~CHATSCHII

1954 Faragenetlc .. chell1cal propert1ea - IOSTOV

1966 ~~!~~~~~_~.~:~~=~:!!_£:~~!::~:~- POVARENNYXH

well eltab11shed cr1ter1um or cIa.a1ticatioo

lnter~ediate criterium oC claas1Cicatioo

Fig. 16. _ Sketch of t~ evolution of the basic criteria of the mineralogical classification (after LIMA
DE.F.... IA, 198) at
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Structural classification of mineraJs

A structural classification of minerals has
to ~ based on structural factors, and these
should pertain not only to mineral structures
but to inorganic structures in general, bealU
se minerals are a part of them. Therefore
the structural classification of inorganic
structures already described (LIMA-DE-FARIA
and FJGUEIREOO, 1976) may be applied ro
the mineral kingdom. Such classification has
been proposed by LIMA-DE-FARIA (1983 a).
On figure 17 most of the imporrant mineral
structures are organized according to this
structural classification. The main categories
of structures are obviously the same as those
of the inorganic structures - atomic, group,
chain, sheet and framework. However, there
are some slight alterations in respect of the
general table of inorganic structure types,
because the latter was very much influenced
by the systematic derivation of structure
types, which implies an ordering from the
simplest to the more complex structures.

When elaborating a classi.6cation of
minerals on structural grounds we have to
group together the parental mineral structu
res, those having a similar ar~gement

although differing by slight distortion or
substitution of their atoms. We have also
to add the defet:t and insertion derivatives
in the case of more complex structures.

In the case of the elements the principal
structure type or aristo.type, in the nomen
clature of MEGAW (1973), is represented by
copper, and includes the other elements
with the same atomic arrangement and sym
metry such as Pt, and Pd; Hg and In are
distortion derivatives; AuCu and AUCU3 are
substitution derivatives, but on the whole
they have the same arrangement of atoms.
In the case of halite, one should place
together with it certain oxides, sulphides,
etc., which also have the same atomic ar
rangement. Certain phosphates and silicates
which pertain to the same structure type,
like the sheet structures herderite and data
lite, have therefore to be placed together.

Compounds pertaining to the same struc
ture type are ordered chemically, the
chemical criterium being the same as that
normally used for the classical classification.
In the case of the halite structure type
already mentioned, the halogenides are
considered first, followed by the oxidC$, and

only then by the sulphides, telurides and
nitrides. This clearly shows that this clas
sification is not purely structural, but a
structural-plus-chemical classification of mI
nerals.

A similar structural classi6cation of mi
nerals, although starting from diflerent roots,
has also been proposed by HAWTHORN£
(1984. 1985 a and b). This indicates that
this problem is ripe, and that there is some
hope that mineralogy will soon progress in
this direction.

Final remarks

The structural classification of minerals
will certainly face strong opposition from
most mineralogists. It is a natural reaction
for scientists to try not to change their
mental habits. The history of science has
clearly revealed the inertia of scientific
theories and the stubborn atitude of many
scientists, even some of the best, regarding
new theories and discoveries. Dana said
in his «System of Mineralogy _ (1850),
« ... chemistry has opened to us a better
knowledge of the nature and relation of
compounds; and philosophy has throw new
light on the principles of classi6cations. To
change is always seeming fickleness. But not
to change with the advance of science is
worse, it is persistence in error... ~. A similar
statement could possibly now be applied to
the structural classification. Each stage in
the development of a branch of science n~s
its proper dassi6cation, and we are in fact
in the structural era of mineralogy. A
structural classification will help to use the
structural knowledge, which is ~i_ng accu
mulated year after year. The many crystal.
Iographers and mineralogists who have
dedicated and are dedicating most of their
time to the determination of mineral structu·
res will get their compensation by knowinr.t
that their work was not in vain.

Mineralogists have used the chemical
classification of minerals for more than one
hundred years. It is now time to change.
In the history of science there are always
a past and a future; the chemical classi
fication will ~ the past, the future is the
structural classification of minerals.

kltnowl~d,~"w"s. - ]be .mhor is SIally m·
<kbl~ to the .. Socicli It.litn. di MirK"r:a!otli. ~
Pelrologi•• for invililll him to si\'C this Iccturt
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